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Dissection of complex traits that influence fitness is not only a
central topic in evolutionary research but can also assist
breeding practices for economically important plant species,
such as loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L). In this study, 46 single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from 41 disease and
abiotic stress-inducible genes were tested for their genetic
association with carbon isotope discrimination (CID), a time-
integrated trait measure of stomatal conductance. A family-
based approach to detect genotype/phenotype genetic
association was developed for the first time in plants by
applying the quantitative transmission disequilibrium test on
an association population of 961 clones from 61 families
(adopted from previous breeding programs) evaluated for
phenotypic expression of CID at two sites. Two particularly

promising candidates for their genetic effects on CID are:
dhn-1, involved in stabilization of cell structures, and lp5-like,
a glycine rich protein putatively related to cell wall reinforce-
ment proteins, both of which were shown in previous studies
to be water-deficit inducible. Moreover, association in lp5-like
involves a nonsynonymous mutation in linkage disequilibrium
with two other nonsynonymous polymorphisms that could, by
acting together, enhance overall phenotypic effects. This
study highlights the complexity of dissecting CID traits and
provides insights for designing second-generation associa-
tion studies based on candidate gene approaches in forest
trees.
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Introduction

Candidate gene association studies aim at linking
phenotypic variation with allelic variation in candidate
genes and benefit from several generations of recombi-
nation in natural populations to identify causative
polymorphisms (reviewed in Cardon and Bell, 2001;
Gupta et al., 2005; Hirschhorn and Daly, 2005; Laird and
Lange, 2006; see Neale and Savolainen, 2004 for conifers).
In plants, association studies have been relatively
successful, but only a limited number of genes and traits
have been tested for association to date. In forest trees,
only two studies are available: Thumma et al. (2005)
identified allelic variation in cinnamoyl CoA reductase
affecting microfibril angle, a wood quality trait, in
Eucalyptus and González-Martı́nez et al. (2007) found
four genes (cad, sams-2, lp3-1 and a-tubulin) associated
with different wood property traits in Pinus taeda. Most
genetic association studies so far have targeted major
commercial traits (wood property traits in commercial
forest trees, Thumma et al., 2005; González-Martı́nez
et al., 2007; kernel composition, starch properties and

forage digestibility in maize, Guillet-Claude et al., 2004;
Wilson et al., 2004) or focused on well-known pathogen
resistance or flowering time genes (Thornsberry et al.,
2001; Aranzana et al., 2005; see also Zhao et al., 2007).
Addressing traits of a higher complexity, such as those
drought related, may pose additional difficulties.

All previous examples of association studies in plants
have, without exception, focused on natural populations.
In contrast, association studies on other organisms such
as humans and cattle have normally used family-based
populations (Hirschhorn and Daly, 2005; Laird and
Lange, 2006). Family-based designs in association studies
might incorporate advantages of both linkage-based and
linkage disequilibrium-based quantitative trait dissec-
tion approaches (for example, the transmission disequi-
librium test (TDT) and its multiple extensions; Spielman
et al., 1993; see review in Laird and Lange, 2006). Families
might be generated through controlled crosses among a
diverse selection of unrelated individuals according to a
breeding scheme that aims at shuffling of alleles in
multiple samples either across backgrounds or against a
reference background, thus enhancing the level of
linkage disequilibrium (LD) observed in the parents
(Yu et al., 2006). The subsequent generations of progeny
of the crosses can then be used as association populations
(reviewed in Ersoz et al., 2007).

Admixture and stratification are known biases in
genetic association studies and a major cause of false-
positives in classic studies based on natural populations
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(see, for instance, Hirschhorn and Daly, 2005; Figure 3).
However, attempted corrections of false positives pro-
duced by population structure can result in removing
true-positives, that is, causative polymorphisms that are
removed because they are strongly correlated with
population structure. For example, Zhao et al. (2007)
noted that correcting false positives produced by
population structure in Arabidopsis removed many of
the best candidates for extreme late-flowering pheno-
types of northern accessions (northern Sweden and
Finland), which were genetically different from the
others. Indeed, any polymorphism shared by these
accessions and giving positive association with a flower-
ing-time phenotype would be considered a false positive
due to the misleading effect of population structure. In
contrast to methods for association based on natural
populations, family-based methods are robust against
population admixture and stratification. Despite their
obvious advantages, standard TDTs, such as quantitative
TDT (QTDT) (Abecasis et al., 2000a, b), require indivi-
duals to have heterozygous ancestors in the pedigree to
be informative and might have lower power than classic
natural population-based association studies.

The response of plants to dehydration is complex and
involves numerous biochemical, physiological and mor-
phological alterations to reduce water loss and protect
cells from desiccation (reviewed in Ingram and Bartels,
1996; Shinozaki and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 2007). Abiotic
stress-inducible genes include: (i) signaling cascades
(Dubos and Plomion, 2003), (ii) transcription factors,
either ABA-independent (for example, DREB2, Riera
et al., 2005; Agarwal et al., 2006) or ABA-dependent (for
example, MYB, Cominelli et al., 2005; Riera et al., 2005);
(iii) protection factors of macromolecules (for example,
dehydrins and chaperones, Close, 1997; Ismail et al., 1999;
Rorat, 2006); (iv) detoxification enzymes (for example,
antioxidants, Karpinska et al., 2001; Reddy et al., 2004)
and (v) water channels and transporters (for example,
aquaporins, Luu and Maurel, 2005; Kiani et al., 2007). In
natural populations of forest trees, some of these genes
are likely adaptive (for example, ccoaomt-1 and erd3 in
Pinus taeda, González-Martı́nez et al., 2006; pr-agp4, erd3,
dhn-1, dhn2 and lp3-1 in Pinus pinaster, Eveno et al., 2008).
Remarkably, gene expression of drought-induced genes
can vary even in populations located in close geographic
proximity (Sathyan et al., 2005), which might reflect
different adaptations to drought tolerance, as it has
already been shown for physiological traits in experi-
mental conditions (for example, Nguyen-Queyrens and
Bouchet-Lannat, 2003).

The complexity of drought-response in plants also
poses difficulties for measuring drought-related traits.
Several parameters related to the hydraulic properties of
trees have been suggested, such as leaf-to-wood area
ratios, leaf hydraulic conductivity, vulnerability to xylem
embolism, carbon isotope discrimination (CID) of nee-
dles/leaves or wood (that is, the ratio between stomatal
conductance and photosynthetic capacity; Farquhar et al.,
1989) and different water potentials (reviewed in
Martı́nez-Vilalta et al., 2004 for Pinaceae). Among all
these methods, CID (D) has been favored in recent years
because of its amenability to high-throughput phenotyp-
ing and its putative correlation with other hydraulic
parameters, at least in Pinaceae (Martı́nez-Vilalta et al.,
2004 and references therein). Furthermore, genetic

studies from model organisms such as Arabidopsis
indicated that CID might have higher heritability in C3
plants than other measures of WUE (McKay et al., 2003).
Nevertheless, CID is a complex trait that can also vary
substantially with environmental variables, such as
altitude (see, for example, Warren et al., 2001) or CO2

concentration (Tjoelker et al., 1998). Warren et al. (2001)
also found that CID was notably affected by both
fertilization levels and stand density in Pinus radiata
and P. pinaster. Therefore, care must be taken when
interpreting CID results in terms of drought tolerance
(see also Baltunis et al., 2008).

Testing and improving tree breeding stocks for
enhanced drought tolerance and increased water use
efficiency (WUE) have become major objectives in
commercial production, especially considering recent
(and future) global climate changes. Dissecting the
molecular basis of drought tolerance in plants also has
relevant implications for conservation genetics and
evolutionary research. In this paper, 46 single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) from 41 disease and abiotic
stress-inducible genes, previously screened for their
patterns of nucleotide diversity and LD (Brown et al.,
2004; Ersoz, 2006; González-Martı́nez et al., 2006), were
tested for association with CID, a trait related to WUE
and potentially to drought, in forest trees.

Materials and methods

Plant material and trait measurements
Sixty-one families were generated using a partial diallel
mating design as part of the Forest Biology Research
Cooperative (FBRC) Tree Improvement Program (Uni-
versity of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA), using 31 diverse
natural selections (Figure 1) from three provenances
(Atlantic Coastal Plain, Florida and Gulf Coast) that were
previously analyzed for their nucleotide diversity and
LD levels (Brown et al., 2004; Ersoz, 2006; González-
Martı́nez et al., 2006). Family size varied from 15 to 18
clones, with an average of 16. Propagules were allocated
to replications according to an incomplete block design
with 12–16 trees per incomplete block, in each of two
sites (Cuthbert, Georgia and Palatka, Florida). Full
common garden design description and details on
isotope ratio measurements are given in Baltunis et al.
(2007, 2008). Measurements were repeatable and accurate
with a standard error of 0.14%. CID values (D) were
calculated from d13C values using Equation (1) (Farquhar
et al., 1989):

D ¼
da � dp
1 þ dp

ð1Þ

where dp is the isotope composition of the plant material
and da is that of the air (assumed to be �8%).

Mean discrimination at the Georgia and Florida sites
was 21.2 and 19.6%, respectively. Provenance and family
effects were significant, CID being slightly more heritable
at Cuthbert than Palatka, with narrow-sense heritability
(h2) estimates of 0.20 and 0.14, respectively, and an
across-site estimate of 0.09 (Baltunis et al., 2008).
Correlation across sites was only moderate, probably
due to environmental differences between sites and
genotype per environment (G�E) interactions. G�E
interactions and the contrasting architecture of the
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nonadditive genetic variance at Cuthbert and Palatka
sites (due to epistasis and dominance, respectively; see
Baltunis et al., 2008) argue in favor of treating CID in the
two sites as different traits. A linear model was used to
generate best linear unbiased predictions for each single
site as follows:

yijkl ¼ mþ Aþ Bþ Cþ ri þ gcaj þ gcak þ scajk

þ cðfamÞjkl þ rgcaij þ rgcaik þ rscaijk þ eijkl ð2Þ

where m is the overall mean; A, B and C are regressors
with values equal to 0, 0.5 or 1 depending on whether the
parents for a given family belongs to the same
provenance (for example, A¼ 1, B¼ 0, C¼ 0) or not (for
example, A¼ 0.5, B¼ 0.5, C¼ 0), thus representing the
provenance effect; ri is the i-th repetition; gcaj and gcak
are the general combining ability of the j-th female and
the k-th male, respectively; scajk is the specific combining
ability of the j-th female with the k-th male; c(fam)jkl is
the l-th clone within the jk-th family and eijkl is the error
term. The ri, gcaj, gcak, scajk and c(fam)jkl are treated as
random variables. Clone best linear unbiased predictions
for genotype/phenotype genetic association were gener-
ated by summing the provenance estimates and the gcaj,
gcak, scajk and clone within family, c(fam)jkl, predictions.
Analyses were performed using SAS 9.0 and ASReml
statistical packages.

DNA isolation and SNP genotyping
DNA isolation was performed by grinding needle tissue
in liquid nitrogen followed by whole DNA extraction
using the QIAGEN DNeasy Maxi plant DNA extraction
kit (Valencia, CA, USA). A total of B5–10 ng of DNA was
used for down stream PCR applications. Genotyping was
conducted on a Victor2-Wallac SNP genotyping platform
with the AcycloPrime Universal Fluorescence Polariza-
tion Terminator Dye Incorporation kit (FP-TDI, Perkin-
Elmer, Torrance, CA, USA; see Kwok, 2002, for a

description of the method). PCR reactions were con-
ducted following the manufacturer’s AcycloPrime FP-
TDI assay protocols and adjusting dNTPs (200–800mM)
and primers (200–800 nM) concentration and number of
PCR cycles (15–35). Sequences for the genotyping
primers, their annealing temperatures, direction of
single-nucleotide extension reaction, minor allele fre-
quency (MAF) and the alleles at the SNP loci are listed in
Supplementary Table S1. A total of 46 SNPs were
genotyped in 961 clones from 61 families, resulting in
B44 206 data points, with B10% missing data.

Genetic association methods
Several family-based methods have been developed in
the last decade, starting with the original formulation of
the TDT by Spielman et al. (1993). Here, the orthogonal
model of Abecasis et al. (2000a, b) was used for data
analysis (see also Fulker et al., 1999). This extension of the
TDT for quantitative traits, the QTDT, is based on the
difference between average phenotypic values of
individuals with different alleles transmitted from a
heterozygous parent, computed using standard variance-
component methods and the identity by descent among
relatives. The QTDT is robust to population stratification
and admixture. First, for a bi-allelic marker M with
arbitrarily named alleles A and B, we define the genotype
score gij for the j-th offspring in the i-th family as the
number of ‘A’ alleles at locus M minus one. Second, the
genotype score (gij) is decomposed into two orthogonal
components: the between-family component bi and the
within-family component wij¼ gij�bi. In this formulation, bi
represents the average within-family genotype that in our
study case is obtained from sib information as follows:

bi ¼
Xsibship

k

gik
nsibs

ð3Þ

Then, the means model under this specification is:

Yij ¼ mþ bbbi þ bwwij ð4Þ

20 �F

15 �F

10 �F

Atlantic Coastal Plain

Marion County

Gulf Coast

Central Florida

GA

ALMS

SC

FL
Northern Florida

Cuthbert 

Palatka 

Figure 1 Origin of parental first-generation selections and location of study sites (stars). Size of dots is proportional to the number of trees
sampled at that location. Minimum temperature isotherms indicating zones recommended for seed transfer are also shown (see Schmidtling,
2001). The shadowed pattern represents the native range of P. taeda in southeastern United States.
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where m is the overall mean; bi and wij are the orthogonal
between- and within-family components of gij; and bb
and bw are regressors. Within-family tests of association
are developed by comparing quantitative models, in-
cluding only the between-family component (null mod-
el) or both within- and between-family components (full
model), using likelihood ratio tests that assume a normal
distribution for the traits. In the absence of population
structure, total association confers more power and
makes detection of correlation between a marker and
an underlying trait easier than within-family association.
Therefore, we also tested for total association, using both
within-family and between-family components, in the
cases where no evidence of population stratification was
observed (bb¼bw). Finally, a Monte-Carlo permutation
framework was used to compute unbiased P-values. This
permutation scheme corrects for small sample sizes,
ascertainment bias and, most importantly, for deviations
from normality of phenotypic variables. Similar results to
the orthogonal model were obtained using the Monks
et al. (1998) model and are thus not presented here.
Analyses were done using QTDT software (available
at www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/QTDT/; January
2008).

When significant genetic association was observed, the
approximate phenotypic variation explained by the
marker was calculated as:

2pð1 � pÞa2=Vp ð5Þ
where Vp is the total phenotypic variance, p is the marker
allele frequency and a is the additive effect, which is
estimated by the bw regression coefficient (Fulker et al.,
1999; Abecasis et al., 2000a).

Data perturbation simulations
Following Yu et al. (2006) and Zhao et al. (2007), a
simulation scheme based on the perturbation of existing
phenotypes was implemented. The method consisted in
the addition of a constant additive effect to the minor
allele of a randomly chosen causal SNP, while keeping
the real data structure. Allelic fixed effects ranging from
0.1 to 0.5 times the standard deviation of the phenotype
(accounting for SNP effects on phenotype of B0.5–10%)
were considered. Simulations were used to compare the
power of QTDT and the family-based design used here

with an unstructured population of the same size
(N¼ 961), generated from the sibs allele frequencies
and tested for association using standard general linear
models. Power estimates were computed separately for
different MAF classes (MAFo0.1, 0.1pMAFo0.2 and
MAFX0.2).

Results

Quantitative transmission disequilibrium test was used
to obtain evidence for association between SNP alleles in
41 candidate gene loci to CID phenotypes at two field
trials in which the association population was grown.
CID was heritable at both sites (H2¼ 0.33 at Cuthbert, GA
and 0.25 at Palatka, FL; Baltunis et al., 2008). Analyses for
within-family genetic association were based on an
average of 415 and 495 probands (that is, sibs with
heterozygous parents) in Cuthbert and Palatka, respec-
tively. In general, SNPs giving genetic association at the
within-family level were also significant or nearly
significant for total association (only SNPs that did not
show population structure were tested for total associa-
tion; see Table 1).

Significant genetic association was found between CID
phenotypes measured at Cuthbert and the silent SNP Q1
in 44 segregating families within the dehydrin 1 (dhn-1)
locus. At the Palatka site, significant genetic association
was found for C13 in 26 segregating families; C13 is a
nonsynonymous polymorphism in a putative cell wall
protein similar to lp5 in Pinus taeda. Another two (silent)
SNPs were significantly associated with CID phenotypes:
C22 (18 segregating families) from a wrky-like transcrip-
tion factor and S9 (32 segregating families) from Cu/Zn
superoxide dismutase (sod-chl) gene at Cuthbert and
Palatka, respectively, but supporting evidence for geno-
type/phenotype associations was weaker (Table 1). No
significant associations between candidate SNPs and
CID phenotypes were detected simultaneously at both
sites. This is consistent with the moderate genetic
correlation for the CID trait across sites, which indicates
rank changes in the expression of the CID phenotype by
clones at the two sites. Thus, we did not necessarily
expect identical associations to be detected for both sites
in this analysis.

None of these associations were significant after
correcting for multiple testing (Bonferroni threshold for

Table 1 Genetic association between 46 SNPs from 41 disease and abiotic stress-inducible genes and carbon isotope discrimination in two
sites (Cuthbert and Palatka)

SNP Gene Cuthbert Palatka

MAF Within-familya Total MAF Within-familya Total

Q1 Dehydrin 1 0.26 0.003 (0.45%) 0.040 0.27 NS NS
C13 Putative cell wall protein, similar to lp5 in Pinus taeda 0.11 NS NS 0.11 0.015 (0.60%) 0.018
S9 Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase, nuclear gene for chloroplast product 0.16 0.087 PS 0.16 0.049 (0.97%) 0.086
C22 wrky-like transcription factor 0.46 0.035 (3.38%) 0.055 0.47 NS NS

Abbreviations: MAF, minor allele frequency; NS, not significant; PS, locus showing population structure; SNP, single nucleotide
polymorphisms.
Only associations with P-values lower than 0.05 for any tests are given; values with Po0.05 are given in bold and the percentage of
phenotypic variance explained (within-family test) are given in parentheses. Within-family association compares a quantitative model
including only the between-family component (null hypothesis) with a full model including also the within-family component, whereas total
association does not consider population structure (bb¼bw; see details in the text). Only SNPs that were not significant in population
stratification tests were included in total association analyses.
aP-values computed by permutation (1000 permutations).
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Po0.05 was 0.001) and the allelic effect on the phenotype
was lower than 1% in all cases, except one (C22, which
explained 3.38% of the phenotypic variance), as roughly
estimated by (S). Weak associations (0.5oPp0.10) were
detected for chromatin assembly transcription factor 1
(caf-1), caffeoyl-CoA-O-methyltransferase 1 (ccoaomt-1),
ethylene insensitive 2 (eins-2) and another wrky class
transcription factor (Supplementary Table S2). Finally,
(more powerful) tests of total association but not within-
family tests pointed out tentative genetic association for a
terpene synthase-like (tps-like) gene in Cuthbert and a myb
class transcription factor in Palatka (see Supplementary
Table S2).

Simple simulations showed a reasonably high power
to detect association of QTDT with the present family-
based experimental design given frequent SNPs
(MAFX0.2) and allelic effects of B0.1 times the
phenotypic standard deviation (equivalent to B1% of
explained phenotypic variance per SNP) (Figure 2).
However, to reach significance levels after correction
for multiple testing (Bonferroni threshold for Po0.05
was 0.001), higher allelic effects, of the order of B2.5% of
explained phenotypic variance per SNP, were needed.
Power to detect association decayed rapidly for low
frequency (0.1pMAFo0.2) and rare alleles (MAFo0.1)
(see Figure 2). In comparison with an equivalent design
based on unstructured populations (and analyzed using
standard general linear models), QTDT and the family-
based design used in this study achieved less power in
all scenarios. Differences between methods were espe-
cially notable when low frequency and rare alleles were
considered.

Discussion

Response to and recovery from drought is a complex
process that involves multiple biochemical, physiological
and morphological adaptations in plants. Pines are
particularly vulnerable to xylem embolism (reviewed in

Martı́nez-Vilalta et al., 2004) and have developed multi-
ple mechanisms both to avoid and to tolerate drought,
which are commonly recognized (see, for instance,
Table 1 in Newton et al., 1991). In this study, positive
genetic association between a number of drought-
inducible candidate genes and CID in needles was
found. The CID, applied to different plant tissues
(generally needles or leaves but also wood), is a time-
integrated estimator of photosynthetic WUE, that is, the
ratio between net CO2 assimilation and stomatal con-
ductance, and has been extensively used to compare
response to drought in plants, including forest trees
(reviewed in Warren et al., 2001; Dawson et al., 2002;
Adams and Kolb, 2004; Monclus et al., 2006).

High variation in CID has been found across species
(for example, Oliveras et al., 2003 for conifers; Cernusak
et al., 2007 for tropical trees), as well as moderate narrow-
sense (h2) heritability within-species (0.17 in maritime
pine, Brendel et al., 2002; 0.09 across-sites in loblolly pine,
Baltunis et al., 2008). As trees with higher WUE may
sustain growth under water-limitation conditions and
differences in WUE represent also different growing
strategies, CID is an attractive trait for breeding, in
particular in dry areas or in those regions in which the
higher impact of the current process of global climate
change will be felt.

Genotype/phenotype associations involve four genes
belonging to different functional classes related to
drought: general protection factors (dhn-1), antioxidants
(sod-chl), transcription factors (wrky-like) and putative
cell-wall proteins (lp5-like). Dehydrins are accumulated
in vegetative tissues in response to cell dehydration and
multiple protection-related functions have been de-
scribed in numerous organisms for this widespread gene
family (for example, stabilization of vesicles or other
endomembrane structures, metal-binding activity, pro-
tection from oxidative damage, cryoprotective activity,
and so on; see reviews in Close, 1997; Allagulova et al.,
2003; Rorat, 2006). Dehydrins can be classified in
structural types, probably related to distinct functions
(Rorat, 2006), attending to the number and order of
different domains (named the Y, S and K segments; see
details in Close, 1997). Dhn-1 showed 85% similarity to
PgDhn-1 from Picea glauca, a SKn-type dehydrin that is
overexpressed under wounding, cold and drought stress
(Richard et al., 2000). SKn dehydrins have been suggested
to be involved in cold acclimation (Rorat, 2006 and
references therein), metal detoxification (Zhang et al.,
2006) and other abiotic-stress responses (Zhang et al.,
2007).

Another candidate gene giving positive association
with CID was a transcription factor, related to the WRKY
family (that is, transcription factors that contain a DNA-
binding region comprising the conserved sequence motif
WRKY adjacent to a zinc-finger motif). Although little is
known about this transcription factor family, their
members seem to be upregulated by wounding, patho-
gen infection and diverse abiotic stresses, such as cold or
drought (see reviews in Eulgem et al., 2000; Ülker and
Somssich, 2004). Interestingly, the WRKY transcription
factor family is involved in defense-induced mitogen-
activated protein kinase signaling cascades (Asai et al.,
2002) and in leaf senescence (Robatzek and Somssich,
2002) in Arabidopsis. The only candidate gene showing
genetic association in both common garden experiments
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Figure 2 Power (as estimated by P-values achieved) of the family-
based design used here (dark lines) in comparison with an
unstructured population of the same size (N¼ 961), generated from
sibs allele frequencies (light lines) and tested for association using
standard general linear models (GLMs). Estimates are presented
separately for different minor allele frequency (MAF) classes
(MAFo0.1, 0.1pMAFo0.2 and MAFX0.2).
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(albeit only marginally in the Cuthbert trial) was sod-chl,
a Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase gene. At the Palatka site,
CID of CT genotypes at sod-chl S9 was higher than TT
genotypes in 70% of the families, with a mean within-
family difference of 0.0551, while at the Cuthbert site the
average difference between genotypes was around half
this value (0.0298 with higher CID for CT in 63% of the
families). Antioxidant activity increases after drought
stress-induced generation of active oxygen species,
which attack sensitive macromolecules resulting, ulti-
mately, in cell death. Superoxide dismutases, in parti-
cular, are key players in the antioxidant defense system
of most organisms, including humans (see, for instance,
Wang et al., 2003; Reddy et al., 2004). The only significant
genetic association involving a nonsynonymous poly-
morphism (C13) was found in a putative cell wall
protein, similar to lp5 in Pinus taeda (Figure 3a; see
Chang et al., 1996 for a description of lp5 gene), which
also has a 48.92% similarity with a glycine-rich protein in
Arabidopsis (accession number O65450). Glycine-rich
proteins are often associated with stress response in
plants (reviewed in Mousavi and Hotta, 2005), as it may
also be the case for lp5 (see expressional profile in
Figure 3c). Nonsynonymous SNP C13 (highlighted in
Figure 3b) is in LD with two other nonsynonymous

mutations (not tested for association in this study)
located toward the 50 end of the coding region. Multiple
nonsynonymous mutations acting together (through LD)
in the same direction may have higher phenotypic effects
than single mutations.

The associations between CID and drought-inducible
genes could be interpreted as reflecting adaptation to
water-limiting conditions. However, water was probably
not limiting for growth at either of the two loblolly pine
testing sites, as indicated by a high water table at the
time during which sampled leaves developed at the
Palatka site and the positive correlations between growth
and CID across both sites (Baltunis et al., 2008). Thus,
associations might be generated through differences in
photosynthetic capacity, for example, through protection
of the photosynthetic apparatus by dehydrins, during
transient periods of water deficit that might occur in
foliage during peak temperatures. Alternatively, the
associations may be driven by the action of genes in
LD with the detected polymorphism. Further analysis
with a much larger set of candidate genes will answer
this question. In addition, validation of significant
associations between CID and candidate genes in other
association populations tested in stressed and non-
stressed environments will be required to establish a
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                                          S                                                  F 

GSASGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGAGSAAGSGSGSGAGSGAGSYAGSGAANGGG 

GSASGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGAGSAAGSGSGSGAGSGAGSYAGSGAGNGGG

S                                                      G 

QGRGSGSGYGSGSÑÑÑÑGYGAGNGNGNGYGAGSÑÑÑÑÑÑGYGAGNANG 

QSRGSGSGYGSGSGSGSGYGAGNGNGNGYGAGSGSGSGSGYG 

HR 

NAYGAGSGSGSGSGSGSGRGYGSGSGTGSGYGSGSGSGYGNGSGSGSG 

YGAGDDDSNEGASGGGY

ÑÑÑÑ ÑÑÑÑÑÑ

Figure 3 Putative cell-wall protein lp5-like: (a) protein alignment with P. taeda’s lp5 (AAB66348; reference sequence on top) highlighting
nonsynonymous polymorphisms (including C13, S-R); (b) linkage disequilibrium plot (D0 and r2 are shown in the upper and lower parts of
the plot, respectively, as obtained from Tassel software) for nonsynonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms, showing total and partial
linkage of C13 with other nonsynonymous mutations close to the beginning of the coding sequence and (c) expressional profile obtained from
in silico analysis using the Magic Gene Discovery tool (Laboratory for Genomics and Bioinformatics, University of Georgia; www.fungen.org);
the pie graph represents the percentage of lp5-like ESTs (expressed sequence tags) found in root cDNA libraries from pines submitted to
different stress treatments (nutrient deficiency, dark and abiotic stress) and in control libraries built with nonstressed pines (see further details
in Lorenz et al., 2006).
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more meaningful biological relationship between CID
and drought-responsive genes.

None of the significant associations found in this study
explained a substantial amount of the phenotypic
variance present in the CID trait (o1% in all cases
except C22) and only slightly higher values have been
reported in other tree association studies, even for well-
known traits such as those related to wood properties
(Thumma et al., 2005; González-Martı́nez et al., 2007).
This fact may indicate genetic control by many loci with
relatively small individual effects and probably complex
gene interactions. In addition, generally low phenotypic
effects of single genes might explain the lack of
significant association between CID phenotypes and
some of the most promising drought-tolerance candidate
genes tested in this study (such as dhn-2 or erd3).

This study highlights the complexity of WUE in trees
and provides insights for designing second-generation
association studies for drought tolerance. First, CID, a
commonly measured trait related to WUE, showed a
remarkable environmental influence. This fact argues in
favor of strict environmental controls and testing in a
wide range of environments and water-deficit condi-
tions. Second, genetic associations at Cuthbert and
Palatka sites involved different functional candidate
gene types, highlighting the multiplicity of drought
response mechanisms in plants and the complexity of
compose traits such as CID. These complexity, as
compared with relatively simple and well-known meta-
bolic pathways (for example, the lignification pathway,
see Peter and Neale, 2004) and traits, might complicate
validation of genotype/phenotype associations for WUE
in future studies. It also argues for a wide sampling of
the genome to cover a variety of processes, such as: water
channeling, signaling cascades, radical scavenging,
macromolecules and membranes stabilization, and so
on. Finally, given the low variance explained by most
associations (o5%, see also González-Martı́nez et al.,
2006) and the relatively poor performance of QTDT
shown in our power simulations, future association
studies should consider larger sample sizes, of the order
of thousands of individuals, a much larger number of
candidate gene loci and more powerful designs.
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